Seats limited for Matsunaga talk

PULSING ON THE CHAPTERS: "Project Reading" to be emphasized, ethic studies also planned in Fowler

Industrial security act passes 274-65

JACL pursues justice on Dr. Noguchi case

Parents held responsible for child drug abuse

Hearing on Title II repeal scheduled

Industrial security act passes 274-65

JACL pursues justice on Dr. Noguchi case

Parents held responsible for child drug abuse

Hearing on Title II repeal scheduled
CHICAGO CONFB Testimonial for M. Masaoka Set

July 16 Brant scheduled for Conrad Hilton Hotel

Sacramento to swear in officers Feb. 2

East L.A. honors two
prominent members

In the nation's capital, Masaoka will be received by the Congressional Committee for Democracy. It is hoped that this high honor will be a further step toward the realization of the goals set by Masaoka, who has been a constant advocate of the rights of the Japanese community.

Cultural
'Hashimoto' billed for
Valley presentation

San Francisco Today

For the Elders

Riverside issei
to be given coins

Pulse

Riverside Japanese
Newspaper

Yellow Brotherhood Center to help
troubled young people planned

For the Young

Children's art exhibit

Meetings

Furniture Auctions

Philadelphia JACL

JACL Convention

Coast JACL

JACL in the West

Washington, D.C.

San Francisco: Jan 26

The Bank of Tokyo

The Bank of Tokyo in San Francisco will be the host for the annual meeting of the JACL in San Francisco. The bank will provide a welcoming reception for members and guests, including a social gathering and a networking opportunity. Members are encouraged to attend and participate in the discussions and activities planned for the event.
Manzanar Revisited

Independence is a word forever tied to the name of the Manzanar Relocation Center, the former Japanese Internment Camp located in California. Today, the site is a national monument, serving as a reminder of the United States' tragic history of forced displacement and internment of Japanese Americans during World War II.

The Center in War

The Center was first occupied by Japanese Americans on April 6, 1942, shortly after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The facility was initially designed to house 10,000 people, but the population eventually reached over 11,000. The conditions were harsh, with overcrowding, poor sanitation, and limited access to基本 needs.

On Your Knees

An American of Japanese descent, Tadamasa “Tad” Ikeda, a serving in the United States Army, was ordered to leave his home and report to Manzanar. He was initially housed in a barracks and later transferred to a camp reserved for families with children. Tad, who was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the 100th Infantry Battalion, continued his military service while living at the camp.

Field Director-Special Projects

The Field Director, Fred JACI, is responsible for the operation of the Center. JACI was a former U.S. Army captain who served as the first head of the Center. He worked tirelessly to improve the living conditions for the residents, including negotiating for better housing and access to basic necessities.

Enomoto--

Yohei Enomoto, a young boy at the time, faced the trauma of displacement and internment. He was 12 years old when he and his family were forced to leave their home and report to Manzanar. The Center was a challenging environment for children, and Yohei had to adapt quickly to the new circumstances.

Incidents of 1942

In late 1942, a number of incidents occurred within the camp. One of the most significant was the Manzanar riot, which broke out between the residents and the guards. The riot was sparked by tensions over the internment policies and the general living conditions at the camp.

Jon Osakaki's Tos, a blacksmith at the Manzanar Camp cemetery. (Photo by Ray Okumura)

Although the Center was initially established as a temporary holding area, JACI and his team worked hard to create a community that would provide a sense of normalcy and continuity for the residents. They organized community events, provided educational opportunities, and worked to maintain a sense of pride and dignity among the people living at the camp.

In conclusion, Manzanar serves as a powerful reminder of the resilience and adaptation of a community facing unimaginable challenges. The Center is now a national monument, a place where visitors can reflect on the past and honor the experiences of those interned during World War II.
Li'l Tokyo redevelopment wins final city council OK

LOS ANGELES—The Los Angeles City Council last week approved a proposal to redesign and redevelop the Li'l Tokyo neighborhood. The plan, which was developed by the Li'l Tokyo Redevelopment Authority, includes the construction of a new city hall, a library, a community center, and a performing arts center.

The Li'l Tokyo neighborhood, located in the不要武居 area, is known for its small businesses, restaurants, and community events. The current city hall is located in a building that was constructed in the 1930s and is considered unsafe.

The Li'l Tokyo Redevelopment Authority said the new city hall will be built using sustainable materials and will be energy-efficient. The library will be designed to be accessible to people with disabilities and will have a children's section.

The community center will provide space for cultural events and community meetings. The performing arts center will feature a theater and other performance spaces.

The proposal was approved with some changes. The city council will now consider the project further before it can move forward.

3.87 pctl. dividend declared by SCFU

SAN FRANCISCO—The San Francisco Community Union Bank (SCFU) declared a 3.87% dividend on its common stock. The dividend will be paid to shareholders of record on April 15, 2023, and will be payable on April 30, 2023.

The bank said the dividend is in line with its policy of distributing a portion of its earnings to shareholders. SCFU has a history of paying dividends to its shareholders.

The bank's chief executive officer, James Johnson, said, "We are pleased to be able to distribute a dividend to our shareholders. This is a sign of our financial stability and our commitment to our shareholders."
Sansei will never realize hell of evacuated Nisei

By FRED Y. KANNAVA
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STANFORD VS. BRIGHAM YOUNG

Two top creators of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints were... (Continued on page 4)

25 Years Ago

In the Pacific Citizen, Feb. 10, 1945

CALL FOR 27,000 MEMBERS IN 1970

SUCCESS SPOILS

From your pen, the JACL Newsletter

JACL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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25 YEARS AGO

THE AGE OF AQUARIUS

According to Robert Elgin, who writes an astrology column syndicated by ABR Productions, for the world to receive the Age of Aquarius in February, 1942, and this new age will last 2,160 years and it has stirred the interest of millions as they search for the change coming and the fate of the world of the "new". And... (Continued on page 4)

INSTALLATION ITINERARY

This month cannot pass without a couple of comments on JACL. And dinners to which we were invited.

AT THE ORANGE COUNTY JACL, a fine speaker, Joe Sippey, of the Orange County Bar Association, related the story of writing his book. We... (Continued on page 4)

Mystery Column

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS

Block Protectors

Editor

As the JACL, National Director, moves toward the final year of our term, I have been... (Continued on page 4)

Dispossessed reader

The student sought the Indian for an assignment, and the Indian told him... (Continued on page 4)

Shaking Memories

Our faithful friend, H. C. E. L. S. H. E. A. L. S. (Continued on page 4)

Wonderful surprise
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